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How do you balance the cost of deploying a new technology on a project (like the layout robot) with the 
potential benefit of widespread use? For example, what does the project pay vs. what does corporate pay?

How do you account for construction tolerances and misalignments from theoretical position from 
previous positioned elements?

Any ongoing research/future interests with robotic manipulation/assembly where end effector optimizes 
for irregular building construction materials?

If University Construction Management departments want to prepare construction students for a robotic 
future, which type of classes do you recommend that they add to their programs?

Q&A



Work session agenda: construction robotics
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SAM 100
More controlled 
environment 
leads to better 
safety outcome

Have you tried/considered a construction robot before? 
Which one? What challenges and opportunities did you identify?

OpportunitiesChallenges 

SAM 100
Reduce physical 
burden from 
labors

SAM 100 
bricklaying
--
Transportation 
due to its size
Corners & Design 
masonry

KUKA KR 500
Reduce human error, 
human labor hrs, and 
cost of assembly.
Demonstrate ease of 
end of life disassembly

KUKA KR 500  FORTEC
---
Replicate the algorithm 
(recognize flat geometry 
on xy and assemble it in 
3D space on yz) for a 
different geometry

Lack of civil 
engineering 
backgrounds 

Example:
Project scheduling 
/ monitoring
---
Training

New 
Opportunities for 
higher skilled jobs



Team leader name: Vasudha
What will an “ideal”Construction Robot product/process look like in the next 10 

years?

StrategicLow hanging fruit 

E.g. 
Multi-task robot

E.g. 
Human-Robot 
collaboration

Future robot 
design

Future work 
environment

Future 
leadership

Notes: Which criteria do you identify to decide what’s “ideal” and what’s not?

Construction 
projects designed 
for robots

Specific use 
robots come in 
/out of job site

Construction 
much more 
predictable

Implement robotic in 
factory assembly 
construction sector

Design for 
disassembly



Which AI/Robot tools and practices 
are we missing? 

What is one thing we won’t do any 
longer in AEC, what is one thing 

we’ll do differently, and what is one 
new thing that will need to be done?

E.g.: No 
more CAD

Team leader name: ...
What AI and AEC practices we’ll need to make the “ideal” scenario a reality?




